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Stolen data: Pension 
ID, Name, Date of 
Birth, Addres Info 

This is enough information 
to change an address and 
gain insight into a victims 

pension finances and 
benefits 



 
 JPS: Social Engineering 

- Tailor made emails: 
- To known public JPS email addresses 

-    Also aimed at specific employees 

-    Contains subjects with recognisable names and topics: 
     -    “Opinions on a review of the pension fund system for corporate employees (draft).” 
     -    “Research material concerning collection of corporate employee pensions,” 
     -    “Invitation to an open seminar by a pension payment study committee” 
     -    “Health care cost notice.” 

-    Link to malware 
     -   “The draft can be downloaded by clicking this link” 

-    Mails were send between may 8th and 18th 
     - Opened and download link clicked by 2 employees 

 
 

 

 

 



JPS: Malware 

 New virusses were used: 

- Not detected by antivirus 
 - After updating antivirus, only 1 of 2 used virusses were found 

- Infected computers gave attacker access to the pension data 

 

 

 So in short: paying attention to 
what you click on helps where 

antivirus doesn’t 



JPS: Stealing the data 

Attacker moved the data to the data center of a shipping firm in Tokyo 

- Attacker gained acces tot this data center before executing the JPS attack 

- The shipping firm never noticed 

- This makes following the trail difficult for security researchers 

 

 



Consequenses for JPS 
- Victims are social-engineered; attackers act like JPS officials        

 - Asking the victims for additional information with which more control can be gained 
   over the victim accounts 
 - Targets are mostly elderly, because they receive pension (Here flows money!) 

- Resources helpdesk tenfolded to handle caller demand 
 -  158000 phone calls the first 3 days after exposure of the hack 

- Project for using the Social Security number “My Number”, for nationwide and 
diverse use, delayed due to questions about identity theft risk 
 - One of the appliances: Pension Communication 

- Pension administration databases needs a change; stolen pension Id’s must be 
renewed to avoid abuse 
 - This goes far beyond JPS 

- Politically sensitive 
 - in 2007, the predecessor of JPS lost 50 million pension records  
 - This is one of the main reasons the government wasn’t re-elected in the 2007    
 elections 

- Japanese government is concidering disciplinary actions against senior JPS officials 

 







Achmea: Security Operations Center 

How many attacks 
coming from the 

internet are seen by 
our SOC on a daily 

basis? 



Achmea: Security Testen 



Achmea: Security Awareness 
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